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Abstract

Large amplitude oscillations in the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) have been found near the equator in all major

ocean basins in the NEMO ocean general circulation model. With periods of 3-15 days and amplitudes of ˜±100 Sv in the

Pacific, these oscillations have been shown to correspond to zonally integrated equatorially trapped waves forced by winds

within 10° N/S of the equator. Observations of dynamic height from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) mooring array in

the equatorial Pacific also exhibit spectral peaks consistent with the dispersion relation for equatorially trapped waves. Here,

we revisit the TAO observations to confirm that the amplitude of the oscillations is consistent with the simulations, supporting

the modelled large amplitude MOC oscillations. We also show that the zonal structure of the frequency spectrum in both

observations and simulations is predicted by changes in the baroclinic wave speed with variation in stratification across the

ocean basin.
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Key Points:7

• Theory and models suggest that internal waves cause large oscillations in the equa-8

torial Pacific meridional overturning circulation (MOC).9

• Trapped equatorial waves with similar periods of 3-15 days have previously been10

observed using a mooring array in the equatorial Pacific.11

• We show that there is good agreement between observations and simulations, sup-12

porting the large equatorial MOC variability in the models.13
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Abstract14

Large amplitude oscillations in the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) have been15

found near the equator in all major ocean basins in the NEMO ocean general circula-16

tion model. With periods of 3-15 days and amplitudes of ∼ ±100 Sv in the Pacific, these17

oscillations have been shown to correspond to zonally integrated equatorially trapped18

waves forced by winds within 10◦ N/S of the equator. Observations of dynamic height19

from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) mooring array in the equatorial Pacific also20

exhibit spectral peaks consistent with the dispersion relation for equatorially trapped21

waves. Here, we revisit the TAO observations to confirm that the amplitude of the os-22

cillations is consistent with the simulations, supporting the modelled large amplitude MOC23

oscillations. We also show that the zonal structure of the frequency spectrum in both24

observations and simulations is predicted by changes in the baroclinic wave speed with25

variation in stratification across the ocean basin.26

Plain Language Summary27

The meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is a large scale oceanic circulation28

that occurs in each of the main ocean basins and plays an important role in regulating29

Earth’s climate. Global ocean models have shown that large oscillations of the MOC with30

periods of 3-15 days occur near the equator. These oscillations have been shown to be31

consistent with basin-scale internal waves, trapped near the equator by the Earth’s ro-32

tation. However, it is uncertain whether such large oscillations occur in reality. Obser-33

vations from a mooring array in the equatorial Pacific Ocean have previously been shown34

to exhibit oscillations at similar frequencies, and to also correspond to these internal waves.35

In this study, we compare the model with the observations in order to determine whether36

the oscillations found in the model are realistic. We find that there is remarkable agree-37

ment between the modelled and observed waves. This supports the existence of the large38

scale MOC oscillations, and gives confidence in the global ocean model for representing39

these processes.40

1 Introduction41

The large scale oceanic meridional overturning circulation (MOC) fluxes heat from42

the tropics to the poles and transports tracers between the surface and abyssal ocean43

on timescales of hundreds of years. Although the simplified view of the MOC as a slow44

and steady ‘great oceanic conveyor belt’ abounds, in practice it exhibits variability on45

a wide range of timescales (Hirschi et al., 2020). In particular, a range of models show46

significant MOC variability on the timescale of days near the equator in all main ocean47

basins (Hirschi et al., 2013, 2020). Whereas over most latitudes the high frequency vari-48

ability has a standard deviation of a few Sverdrups, near the equator the variability can49

be very large, up to ∼ ±100 Sv in the Pacific.50

Although it remains unknown whether, or to what extent, there is a connection be-51

tween this variability and the mean transport, the equatorial Pacific MOC is important52

for a number of reasons. It is thought to interact with the El Nino Southern Oscillation53

(ENSO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), thus impacting the ventilation of CO254

in the region (McPhaden & Zhang, 2002; Gruber et al., 2009; Song et al., 2018). High55

frequency motions also suggest the potential for diapycnal mixing, with implications for56

the large scale stratification and MOC structure. Recent studies have proposed that equa-57

torial inertia-gravity waves generate significant abyssal mixing (Holmes et al., 2016; De-58

lorme & Thomas, 2019). Equally, it has also been suggested that the strong cross-isopycnal59

component of inertia-gravity waves may cause spurious diapycnal mixing in models (Griffies60

et al., 2000; Megann, 2018).61
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Spectral peaks in sea-level variations at frequencies of 3-5 days were first observed62

in the Pacific and shown to correspond to equatorially trapped inertia-gravity waves by63

Wunsch and Gill (1976). The existence and physics of these wind-forced waves is now64

well known (e.g., Gill, 1982; McCreary, 1985), and many other studies have since con-65

firmed the existence of inertia-gravity (Poincaré) and mixed Rossby-gravity (Yanai) waves66

in all main ocean basins (e.g., Weisberg & Hayes, 1995; Eriksen, 1980; Garzoli & Katz,67

1981; Gilbert & Mitchum, 2001). In particular, Farrar and Durland (2012) (hereafter FD12)68

used the extensive TAO/TRITON (Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network) mooring record69

in the equatorial Pacific to identify many Yanai and Poincaré wave modes at periods of70

3-15 days. Together with a companion study (Durland & Farrar, 2012), FD12 explained71

the observed spectral peaks in frequency and zonal wavenumber based on the correspond-72

ing observed wind stress spectrum.73

A recent two-part study by Blaker et al. (2021) (hereafter B1) and Bell et al. (2021)74

(hereafter B2) showed that large amplitude oscillations of the MOC found in an inte-75

gration of the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) global ocean model76

could be attributed to equatorially trapped Yanai and Poincaré waves driven by winds77

within ±10◦ of the equator. Using idealised simulations based on a zonally averaged for-78

mulation of the linear wave theory with zonal boundary conditions of no normal flow,79

they accurately reproduced the MOC oscillations in the realistic model with a small num-80

ber of low-mode waves, thus explaining the modelled MOC variability on 3-15 day timescales.81

The 10 day Yanai and 4 day Poincaré modes were shown to give the largest contribu-82

tions to the equatorial MOC oscillations. However, the question remains as to whether83

such large oscillations occur in reality.84

In this study, we compare output from the global ocean simulations of B1,2 with85

the TAO mooring record to verify that zonally integrated fluctuations in dynamic height86

are consistent with those inferred from the TAO mooring observation data. An early in-87

dication of this is the good correspondence between high frequency, zonally averaged dy-88

namic heights from NEMO and TAO data at the equator, plotted for the same time pe-89

riod in figure 1a.90

Although the moorings are relatively sparse in latitude and longitude, FD12 showed91

that it is possible to estimate the temporal and zonal spectrum of dynamic height us-92

ing least squares methods, finding that most of the power was concentrated at low zonal93

wavenumbers. Motivated by this and the findings of B1,2 that the zonally averaged ef-94

fect of these waves could have important consequences for variability of the MOC, we95

focus on zero zonal wavenumber modes and use similar methods to FD12 to fit the high96

frequency dynamic height data to a Fourier basis in time and a basis of theoretically-97

derived meridional modes in latitude. We first compare the temporal/meridional spec-98

tra of zonally averaged dynamic height in the model and observations, and show that99

they are largely consistent with each other and with linear theory. We then explain the100

zonal structure of the dynamic height power spectrum in terms of the east-west varia-101

tion in stratification.102

2 Equatorial Modes103

Equatorially trapped waves can be modelled as linear perturbations upon a base
state with zero background current and a background stratification N(z). The solution
for unforced waves on a beta plane can be found from the hydrostatic, incompressible,
linear, unforced and inviscid momentum and buoyancy equations (Wunsch & Gill, 1976;
Durland & Farrar, 2012; Bell et al., 2021). The meridional velocity is given by:

v(x, y, z, t) =
∑
m,n

[
pm(z)φm,n(y)

∫ ∞
−∞

Vm,n(k)ei(kx−ωm,n(k)t) dk

]
(1)
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Figure 1. (a) High-pass filtered and zonally averaged 500 dbar dynamic height at the equator

for sampled NEMO data (blue) and TAO mooring data (black). (b) High-pass filtered and zon-

ally averaged zonal (τx) and meridional (τy) wind stress at the equator used to force the NEMO

simulation.(c) c1 and (d) c2, calculated from WOCE neutral density data. The red dashed box

shows the subdomain of the global NEMO simulation used, and black circles show locations of

TAO moorings. (e) Meridional structure of pressure modes for baroclinic mode 1, c1 = 2.7 m s−1,

k = 0. TAO mooring latitudes shown as black circles. (f) Dispersion relation for unforced equa-

torial modes. The first (second) baroclinic modes are shown in black (blue dashed), for baroclinic

wave speeds c1 = 2.7 m s−1 and c2 = 1.6 m s−1 (their values averaged over the red dashed sub-

domain in (c,d)). The red line shows k = 0, and the labelling convention is such that ‘BC2M1’

corresponds to baroclinic mode 2, meridional mode 1.
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where pm(z) are a set of vertical modes and φm,n(y) is the nth meridional mode for the
mth baroclinic mode. Full expressions are given in Appendix A (A1) - (A3). The fre-
quency ωm,n and zonal wavenumber k satisfy the dispersion relation:(

ω2
m,n/c

2
m − k2 − kβ/ωm,n

) cm
2β

= n+
1

2
(2)

where cm is the mth baroclinic wave speed (see Appendix A, (A1)), β is the Rossby pa-104

rameter, and Vm,n(k) determines the zonal wavenumber content of each vertical/meridional105

mode combination. In an unforced and undamped scenario, Vm,n(k) would be set by the106

initial conditions. However, in reality and in the model the waves are both forced by sur-107

face winds and damped by turbulent processes (parameterised in the model). Durland108

and Farrar (2012) derived the relationship between the wind forcing and the resulting109

wave field, and B1,2 showed using a global ocean model and idealised simulations that110

wind forcing between ±10◦N is essential to the generation of the resulting MOC fluc-111

tuations. The effect of the wind forcing is to resonantly excite particular components of112

the free wave solution, dependent on the spatial structure and frequency content of the113

winds. We therefore expect to find waves corresponding to the unforced solutions (1) in114

the forced ocean.115

Figure 1f shows the dispersion relation (2) for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, m = 1, 2. The116

notation used is the same as that of FD12: ‘BC m’ refers to the mth baroclinic mode,117

and ‘M n’ refers to the nth meridional mode. The curves in the lower left are Rossby118

waves, and the dispersion relations ω = cmk for Kelvin waves are not shown, since we119

are interested in long zonal wavelengths and high frequencies. The n ≥ 1 waves are Poincaré120

waves, and the n = 0 waves are Yanai waves. FD12 found spectral peaks in the TAO121

dynamic height record of long zonal wavelength (k ' 0) waves agreeing well with these122

dispersion relations.123

We estimate the meridional spectrum of the waves by fitting to theoretical merid-124

ional modes, rather than a standard Fourier basis. Since dynamic height is proportional125

to pressure, instead of using the meridional velocity modes φm,n(y), we find the corre-126

sponding modes for pressure as in Durland and Farrar (2012), using k = 0.127

The first baroclinic mode is expected to be dominant, and we therefore fit to merid-128

ional modes with m = 1, although we will demonstrate that our choice of meridional129

modes still allows detection of the baroclinic mode 2. The baroclinic wave speeds c1 and130

c2 in the Pacific are shown in figure 1 c,d. These were calculated from the vertical eigen-131

value equation (A1) using Galerkin methods and gridded neutral density data from the132

World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) atlas (Gouretski & Koltermann, 2004),133

and c1 was verified against a similar calculation by Chelton et al. (1998).134

Figure 1e shows the first 6 normalised meridional modes for pressure for the baro-135

clinic mode 1 when k = 0. The black circles show the meridional locations of the TAO136

moorings, although in practise the meridional TAO data is much more sparse due to miss-137

ing data and no moorings at some longitudes. This limits our ability to properly resolve138

the meridional structure, and it was concluded by FD12 that this resolution was insuf-139

ficient to project the TAO data onto meridional modes - they instead focused on sym-140

metry/antisymmetry about the equator. However, we demonstrate some success in us-141

ing the TAO moorings to uncover the meridional structure of the waves.142

3 Data143

3.1 TAO data144

We use 26 years of data (1st Jan 1993 - 31st Dec 2018) from the TAO mooring ar-145

ray, with locations spanning the equatorial Pacific (figure 1c,d). Daily averages of sur-146

face dynamic height relative to 500 dbar are used throughout; the dataset is described147
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in detail in FD12. We exclude some TAO and nearby TRITON moorings on the west-148

ern side of the array (not shown in figure 1c,d), since there isn’t coverage both sides of149

the equator at these longitudes. For ‘like-for-like’ comparison with the year-long NEMO150

output, we take the corresponding year (1 April 2006 - 5 April 2007) in the TAO time-151

series, labelled in plots as ‘TAO: sampled’. When the full timeseries is used, it is labelled152

‘TAO: full data’.153

3.2 NEMO simulation154

We use the NEMO v3.2 global ocean model at 1/4◦ horizontal resolution (Madec,155

2008). The configuration is the control simulation described in B1, and we take one year156

of data from 1 April 2006 - 5 April 2007. We use daily average fields of surface dynamic157

height relative to 500 dbar for consistency with the TAO dataset, and the spatial domain158

is bounded zonally to contain the most western and eastern TAO moorings, and merid-159

ionally by ±12◦N, shown as the red dashed box in figures 1c,d. The model is forced us-160

ing the CORE2 IAF dataset (Large & Yeager, 2009), with wind stress based on the NCEP161

reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996), thus winds forcing the model are intended to represent162

the true wind field for the same time period.163

For ‘like-for-like’ comparison with the TAO dataset, we sample the NEMO output164

at the locations of the TAO moorings, and remove data that are missing in the corre-165

sponding TAO timeseries. These data are labelled in plots as ‘NEMO: sampled’, and the166

full spatial data are labelled as ‘NEMO: full data’.167

4 Methods168

To estimate the power spectra of the dynamic height fields in NEMO and TAO,169

we follow FD12 and use a least squares fitting method. FD12 fitted in time and longi-170

tude; we instead fit in time and latitude. If there were no missing data, the temporal fit171

could be accomplished using a discrete Fourier transform, but given the nature of the172

mooring data a least squares fit to Fourier modes in time is more appropriate and al-173

lows us to use all of the data. This also has the advantage of allowing us to fit in lat-174

itude to the theoretical meridional basis of pressure modes explained in §2.175

4.1 Least squares fit176

We use a tapered least squares method, described in detail in FD12. The general
method can be explained for 1D data; 2D (time and space) data are first flattened to one
dimension. First, L modes are chosen as a basis for the data h of size N , and stored in
a matrix E of size N × L. The model can then be written as

h = Ex + n (3)

where x (size M) contains the coefficients of the modes, and n (size N) is the noise in
the data. The tapered least squares solution for x minimises the sum of squares

J =
nTn

σ2
n

+
xTx

∆2
x

(4)

and is given by:

x =
(
ETE + rI

)−1
ETh (5)

where the parameter r = σ2
n/∆

2
x is the ‘noise to signal ratio’, with σ2

n the expected vari-177

ance in the noise, and ∆2
x the expected variance in the coefficients of the model.178

4.2 Temporal modes179

The temporal extent of the NEMO and sampled TAO datasets is 370 days. We de-180

fine a full set of 185 frequencies equally spaced between ωmin = 1/370 cpd and ωmax =181
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1/2 cpd with a resolution of ωmin. We then create a full set of 370 temporal modes con-182

sisting of a sine and cosine at each of these frequencies.183

The full 26 year TAO time series is split into non-overlapping periods of 370 days,184

and the resulting spectrum for each is averaged to give the ‘TAO: full’ spectrum. The185

temporal modes are thus the same as for the other datasets, allowing comparison to spec-186

tra of the shorter time series whilst providing a more reliable estimate.187

4.3 Meridional modes188

The meridional modes are found from the theoretical solution for the baroclinic mode189

1 (A2), converted for pressure at k = 0. We use the first 6 modes, as we find that this190

gives the best balance between representing the higher mode wave signals present in the191

data and minimising overfitting associated with too many model parameters.192

4.4 Fitting procedure193

Before performing the least squares fit, we apply a high pass filter at 20 days (0.05194

cpd) to remove any low frequency Rossby waves (see figure 1f) and other non-wavelike195

structures. The method is described in detail in Appendix B. This step is particularly196

important when zonally averaging the TAO data, as the average can easily be contam-197

inated by missing data coming into/out of the record.198

We then find the temporal/meridional power spectrum both for zonally averaged199

fields (e.g. figure 2) and at each longitude separately (e.g. figure 3). When taking a zonal200

average, we remove any times/latitudes with data at only a single longitude. The set of201

temporal frequencies is truncated to those higher than 0.05 cpd, since those below this202

have already been removed in the high pass filter, leaving 167 of the 185 original frequen-203

cies. The 167×2 = 334 temporal and 6 meridional modes are cross-multiplied and flat-204

tened to give a set of 334× 6 = 2004 modes, and these form the matrix E. The noise205

to signal ratio r is taken to be 35; see Appendix C for justification.206

The coefficients x of the modes are then estimated using (5). There are two modes207

at each frequency and meridional mode number, corresponding to the temporal sine and208

cosine. The power is then defined as the square root of the sum of these two coefficients209

squared.210

5 Results211

We first directly compare the model data to the observations. Figure 1a shows the212

high pass filtered (see Appendix B) and zonally averaged 500 dbar dynamic height in213

NEMO and TAO at the equator, both sampled for a ‘like-for-like’ comparison. The sim-214

ilarity between the fields is remarkable - the peaks and troughs often agree well, show-215

ing that the model captures much of the varying phase and amplitude of the variations.216

Although the ocean model is forced by realistic winds, this level of agreement is some-217

what surprising and lends credence to the idea of wave excitation being deterministic rather218

than stochastic. Agreement at longer timescales and higher latitudes (not shown) is also219

good. Figure 1b confirms that there is no obvious relationship between the amplitudes220

of the meridional and zonal wind stress and the dynamic height; see Durland and Far-221

rar (2012) for a derivation of the complex dependence of wave amplitudes on wind stresses.222

Note that although the dynamic height time series does not appear to agree with223

that of the MOC streamfunction at the equator from NEMO shown in B1, (their figure224

4a), this is expected since meridional velocity modes have opposite symmetry about the225

equator to those of dynamic height. The time series of dynamic height at the equator226

does not contain a contribution from the 10 day (n = 0) mode since the correspond-227
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Figure 2. Temporal and meridional spectrum of zonally averaged 500 dbar dynamic height.

Each panel shows a meridional mode, and a rolling mean over 5 frequencies is shown. Red shows

TAO data for the duration of the NEMO simulation, blue shows NEMO data sampled at loca-

tions and times of available TAO data. Black dot-dashed shows NEMO data with full spatial

resolution, and black solid shows TAO data from the full 26 year timeseries. Magenta (grey)

dashed lines show the predicted k = 0 frequency of the baroclinic mode 1 (mode 2), calculated

using the dispersion relation (2) and the baroclinic wavespeeds shown in figures 1c,d, averaged

over red-dashed NEMO subdomain.

ing pressure mode is zero at the equator (see figures 1e,f), whereas the 10 day mode is228

contained (and at times dominant) in the time series of the MOC streamfunction (B1,2)229

since the n = 0 mode for meridional velocity has a maximum at the equator. Further-230

more, the MOC time series (B1,2) is at 1583 m depth, whereas the 500 dbar dynamic231

height is calculated by integrating the specific volume anomaly over the top 500 m of232

the ocean, and is thus more representative of upper ocean dynamics and wave structures.233

Figure 2 shows the temporal/meridional spectra of the zonally averaged dynamic234

height data. The black dot-dashed line showing the spectrum of the full NEMO simu-235

lation exhibits well defined peaks at (or just above) the expected frequencies, particu-236

larly for the first 3 meridional modes. There are also peaks in each spectrum correspond-237

ing to other meridional modes of the same symmetry - this indicates an imperfect fit of238

the basis functions to the data, and is expected (for example, we are using a baroclinic239

mode 1, k = 0 meridional basis to represent all baroclinic modes). Due to the complete-240

ness and high spatial resolution of this dataset, there is less power at the higher frequen-241

cies than in the other datasets, which predictably pick up more ‘noise’, due to both the242

limited meridional resolution and the missing data in the zonal average.243

The blue line shows the sampled NEMO data, and this should be compared to the244

red sampled TAO data for a ‘like-for-like’ comparison between the model and observa-245

tions. Both exhibit peaks at the predicted frequencies (using k = 0 in (2)) for at least246
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the first 4 modes, and they show excellent similarity at most frequencies and meridional247

modes. In particular, they have identical peaks at both the baroclinic modes in the merid-248

ional modes 0,2 and 3. There is a discrepancy of a factor of ∼ 2 in the amplitude of the249

BC1M1 and BC2M1 peaks between the TAO and NEMO data, which is consistent be-250

tween both their respective ‘full’ and ‘sampled’ datasets, suggesting that this is a true251

difference between the model and observations.252

Overall, the comparison of the zonally averaged fields shows that the modelled large253

amplitude oscillations of the Pacific MOC found by Blaker et al. (2021); Bell et al. (2021)254

are largely consistent with observed amplitudes, although NEMO appears to overpre-255

dict the amplitude of the BC1M1 and BC2M1 modes by a factor of two. The compar-256

ison between the full spatial and spatially sampled datasets allows us to evaluate the use-257

fulness of the TAO mooring array in representing these waves over the full equatorial ocean.258

Although the spectrum calculated using the full data (black dashed) deviates from the259

sampled data (blue lines) somewhat at higher frequencies, the agreement at lower fre-260

quencies and at many of the spectral peaks is very good. The TAO mooring array there-261

fore provides a good view of the large scale wave field.262

Next, we perform the least squares fit at each longitude. Figure 3 shows the result-263

ing spectra for the same four datasets as figure 2. The predicted frequencies are now plot-264

ted as a function of longitude, and show a decrease in frequency from west to east. This265

is due to a decrease in stratification across the Pacific causing a decrease in baroclinic266

wave speed (c.f. figures 3b,c) and is also evident in each of the spectra, where there is267

again very good correspondence between the predicted and modelled/observed peak fre-268

quencies. There is a slight underprediction of each frequency for higher meridional modes.269

This could be due to biases in the sensitive calculation of wave speed (Chelton et al., 1998),270

or due to non-zero zonal wavenumber in the observed waves - the dispersion relations271

plotted in figure 1f show that frequencies increase away from the near k = 0 minima.272

The middle two rows give the ‘like for like’ comparison, and as in figure 2, there273

is very good agreement between observations and model. It is once again clear that the274

meridional mode 1 amplitudes are higher in the model than in observations. Peak am-275

plitudes in the full TAO spectrum are in general slightly lower, consistent with figure 2,276

although there is also a corresponding reduction in the noise in the full TAO spectrum277

compared with the one year spectrum. The 10 day BC1M0 peak in the full TAO data278

has significant variation on 1-2 year timescales, with one significant peak occurring in279

the duration of the NEMO simulation (not shown), explaining why the sampled TAO280

peak is higher than the full TAO peak at the BC1M0 frequency in figure 2.281

6 Conclusions282

In this study, we have narrowed the gap between realistic numerical simulations283

(B1,2) and observations (FD12) of equatorially trapped Yanai and Poincaré waves. We284

have shown that the wave fields examined by each set of authors are largely consistent285

with each other and with linear theory in terms of amplitude, frequency and meridional286

structure, both in the zonal average and in terms of their east-west variation. In par-287

ticular, there is very good agreement between the observed and modelled amplitudes of288

the 10 day BC1M0 mode shown by B1,2 to be leading order in the equatorial MOC vari-289

ability. This observationally verifies the explanation of the equatorial MOC variability290

on 3-15 day timescales of B1,2, and validates the skill of the NEMO ocean model in re-291

producing the leading equatorial Poincaré and Yanai waves, although there appears to292

be overprediction in NEMO by a factor of two of Poincaré waves of period 5-7 days.293

The success of the NEMO ocean model in modelling these waves gives confidence294

in this and other similar global ocean models for modelling the equatorial MOC, which295

itself has an important role in the climate system through phenomena such as the ENSO296
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Figure 3. Zonal structure of dynamic height power spectrum, split in columns by meridional

mode. (Top) NEMO dataset with full spatial resolution, (upper middle) NEMO dataset sampled

at TAO locations and times, (lower middle) TAO dataset for the duration of the NEMO simula-

tion, and (bottom) full TAO dataset. The top 3 rows show a rolling mean over 5 frequencies, and

the bottom row is calculated as an average over spectra of one year moving windows. Red (black)

dashed lines show the predicted baroclinic mode 1 (mode 2) frequencies of equatorial modes,

using the baroclinic wave speeds at the equator shown in figure 1c,d.
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and PDO (McPhaden & Zhang, 2002). The strong dependence of the trapped equato-297

rial waves on wind forcing (B1,2, Durland & Farrar, 2012) raises questions about their298

role in fluxing energy and momentum into the interior ocean. In particular, if equato-299

rial inertial-gravity waves have a significant impact on diapycnal mixing and upwelling300

as suggested by Holmes et al. (2016); Delorme and Thomas (2019), their representation301

and the parameterisation of related unresolved turbulent processes in climate models will302

be important.303

Appendix A Equatorial mode equations304

The structure of the equatorial modes is given by (1) in the main text. pm(z), m ≥
1, are a set of vertical modes, and cm the mth baroclinic wave speed, found by solving
the eigenvalue problem:

∂

∂z

(
1

N2

∂pm
∂z

)
+
pm
c2m

= 0 ,
∂pm
∂z

= 0, z = 0, H (A1)

The nth meridional mode φm,n(y) for the mth baroclinic mode pm(z) is given by

φm,n(y) = e−ỹ
2
m/4Hen(ỹm) (A2)

ỹm =

(
2β

cm

) 1
2

y (A3)

where Hen is the nth Hermite polynomial, and β is the Rossby parameter. The frequency305

ωm,n and zonal wavenumber k satisfy the dispersion relation (2) in the main text.306

Appendix B High pass filter307

We perform a high pass filter at 20 days before zonally averaging or fitting the dy-308

namic height data. First, we remove a rolling mean of length 21 days at each location309

- this is necessary to avoid spurious effects at the endpoints of the timeseries and gaps310

in the data. This alone isn’t sufficient to remove the lower frequency signals, so we then311

perform a fit in time only at each location using the least squares method (§4.1) and the312

full set of temporal modes (§4.2). A low-pass fit consisting of the reconstructed field from313

frequencies lower than 0.05 cpd is then subtracted from the original field to give a high314

pass filtered dynamic height at each location.315

Appendix C Choice of noise to signal ratio316

The parameter r = σ2
n/∆

2
x must be small enough to capture the ‘true’ variance317

of the data, but large enough to avoid overfitting to the ‘noise’. We found high sensi-318

tivity of results to r due to the missing mooring data and the large number of param-319

eters in our model. FD12 estimated the noise standard deviation σn to be 0.5 cm, and320

used Parseval’s relation to estimate the model variance ∆2
x from the data variance. Our321

meridional pressure modes are not orthogonal (although the meridional velocity modes322

φm,n(y) are), so instead we use the spatially resolved NEMO dataset to choose an ap-323

propriate value of r as follows.324

First, we fit the 2004-parameter model to the full NEMO dataset. The number of325

datapoints here is over 18 times the number of model parameters, significantly reduc-326

ing the risk of overfitting. For very small r (forcing the ‘best’ fit possible, in terms of the327

lowest model-data error) the model can represent 79% of the variance of the data. We328

then choose r = 35, which in the full NEMO dataset allows the model to represent 95%329

of the variance of the ‘best fit’ (itself representing 79% of the data variance). This is true330

of both the fit to the zonal average and at individual longitudes. With r = 35 and ∆2
x331

given by the actual variance of the model, the corresponding value of σn for the fit is ∼332
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0.2 cm for the zonal average and ∼ 0.8 cm at individual longitudes, similar to the es-333

timate of FD12 of 0.5 cm for the noise variance.334
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